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By Michael L. Bender

Princeton University Press, United States, 2013. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book. Earth s climate has undergone dramatic changes over the geologic timescale. At
one extreme, Earth has been glaciated from the poles to the equator for periods that may have
lasted millions of years. At another, temperatures were once so warm that the Canadian Arctic was
heavily forested and large dinosaurs lived on Antarctica. Paleoclimatology is the study of such
changes and their causes. Studying Earth s long-term climate history gives scientists vital clues
about anthropogenic global warming and how climate is affected by human endeavor. In this
book, Michael Bender, an internationally recognized authority on paleoclimate, provides a concise,
comprehensive, and sophisticated introduction to the subject. After briefly describing the major
periods in Earth history to provide geologic context, he discusses controls on climate and how the
record of past climate is determined. The heart of the book then proceeds chronologically,
introducing the history of climate changes over millions of years--its patterns and major
transitions, and why average global temperature has varied so much. The book ends with a
discussion of the Holocene (the past 10,000 years) and by putting manmade climate change in the...
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This book may be worth purchasing. It typically fails to expense excessive. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the
book.
-- K en Wa tsica-- K en Wa tsica

This sort of pdf is everything and made me searching forward plus more. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. You may like
just how the author compose this book.
-- Ma e Jones-- Ma e Jones
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